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Presenter
Presentation Notes
ViseshIntroduce team (not individuals) - e.g. Team name, Post, Rockville, number of years participating in UAS4STEM (6)Note: Requirement references on subsequent slides  are from Rulebook (https://docs.google.com/document/d/1GBcY0GXH6KMYPTPMIIslHC64nrf5nUAG0vrtEDv6khE/edit?usp=sharinghttps://docs.google.com/document/d/1GBcY0GXH6KMYPTPMIIslHC64nrf5nUAG0vrtEDv6khE/edit?usp=sharing) 



Introductions and Flight Mission Roles 
Visesh Safety Pilot/Pilot in Command

David Air Boss/Back-up Pilot

Jasmine Mission Planner Specialist

Nathan Safety Tech/Scoring Captain

Muhammad Strategic Technician 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Visesh/ ALL4.4.6.2.1: Team member introductions including flight mission roles and experience and why you joined the team (10%)We present our own roles, what experienceEveryone participates hereNathan: Introduce self (name, age, grade, school); role is scoring captain, look for targets on the monitor and help adjust drone position; new to team, joined because I don’t know anything about drones, has been interesting so far.Visesh: Nick: Hi, I’m Nick Azarm, and I’m the Mission Planner Specialist. I am new to drones, but I’ve already flown a Phantom II, I have practiced using Mission Planner, and participated in the team meetings where we worked on Quadzilla and practiced flying missions.David: Hello, my name is David, I am a Junior and the Primary Strategic Technician on this team, I and am responsible for Analyzing the waypoints and in general  Consolidating the team data. A year ago I bought my first drone(mavic mini) and ever since I have strived to improve my skills flying it. And that is exactly what I have achieved by joining this team. I love to 3d print amazing creations and working with data, and i am excited for the upcoming competition. Hello, my name is Muhammed Bryant, I am 16 years old I’m going to 11th grade at Magruder high school. I am the pilot in command and safety specialist so I am responsible for the safety and success of the mission. I joined because I wanted to learn more about drones and how they work



System Overview - Flight Method Strategy and Tasks

1. Accomplish autonomous objectives
• Map locations of scoring items while completing 

autonomous objectives
2. Fly to drop-off targets

• Record coordinates of drop-off targets
3. Semi-autonomous pick-up (waypoint navigation/manual pick-up)
4. Fully autonomous drop-off (waypoint navigation/auto drop-off)
5. Hybrid search for further scoring items
6. Autonomous takeoff and landing
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Presentation Notes
David4.4.6.2.2 A brief system overview relating to flight tasks planned, expected performance, and any risk evaluation (10%)�To complete the flight tasks we plan to first fly the autonomous objectives. Then, using the information we gather in that flight, we will autonomously fly to scoring items and complete required tasks which include recording coordinates, dropping balloons on red x’s, and completing an autonomous landing. To complete further tasks not identified during the first autonomous waypoint mission, we will manually search for additional scoring items. We begin with an autonomous takeoff, and through the course of our flights we accomplish a number of autonomous landings. 



● All 6 waypoints captured
● 3 water bottles transferred
● Autonomy-assisted pick-up
● Autonomous drop-off
● Mission completed within 

<25 minutes flight time
● Autonomous takeoff and landing

System Overview - Expected Performance
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Presentation Notes
Jasmine4.4.6.2.2 A brief system overview relating to flight tasks planned, expected performance, and any risk evaluation (10%)Visesh- don’t say word for word what’s on the slides Describe flight tasks in a more fluid and descriptive way We expect to drop the 3 balloons on the correct scoring targets. We also expect to locate and classify at least 7 of the 8 SAR targets. During our autonomous waypoint flight, we expect to correctly program and perform the 16 waypoint tasks. We will do all of these tasks within 25-28 minutes and have some additional time within the flying period. 



System Overview - Risk Evaluation

5

Risk Risk Type Mitigation
Flight Beyond Visual Line Of Sight 
(BVLOS)

Safety Confirmed with flight directors that a visual observer 
will monitor the drone and communicate w/ PIC

Quadcopter flips after landing Safety Land in stabilized mode - not LOITER

Autonomous bottle release procedure:
● GPS coordinate margin of error 

→ unsafe landing location

Safety / Scoring Release points: 
Air - Water bottle could bounce
Ground - More control over end bottle location, but risk 
of breaking landing legs or vehicle

Bottle falls unexpectedly during flight Scoring Pick-up immediately or return later (may be 
worthwhile to complete other mission objectives first)

GPS navigational system inaccuracy Scoring Switch to manual flying 
7/27/2022
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ViseshCOMPUTER ASSISTED SEARCH4.4.6.2.2 A brief system overview relating to flight tasks planned, expected performance, and any risk evaluation (10%)ViseshWhen identifying our strategy regarding how we order and complete our flights, we conducted a risk evaluation of various search methods. We found that autonomous waypoint searches are rigid which means that a system error cannot be easily fixed. However, autonomous searches are consistent and reliable and are a very efficient way to cover a very large area. Manual searches on the other hand have the risks associated with pilot error such as loss of orientation and drift. Manual searches, if done correctly, can be potentially faster and are flexible. Through this evaluation we decided on a hybrid approach where the mission planner operator (me) searches vast areas using quick input “go to here” mission planner commands. Communication procedures this a requirement  Emphasize how mission planner  plays key role in the the communication of our team. The specialist relays to scoring specialist, and the specialist relays to pilot.



System Overview - Risk Evaluation – A.I.  
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Algorithms Pros Cons
Template Matching - Easy to implement given 

reference image of target
- Has difficulty with 

transformations

Feature Matching - Higher accuracy
- Can handle variations in size 

and rotation

- More complicated than Template 
matching 

- Single-core CPU bound algorithm

Convolutional Neural 
Network Matching

- Highest accuracy
- Lowest inference time (GPU 

acceleration) 

- Most difficult to implement 
(training)
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DavidMichaelTo accomplish our autonomous bottle pick up, we need an algorithm that can identify targets using computer vision and build off of that to guide the autonomous flight procedure. In research, we have found 3 possible solutions, each with their own benefits and limitations. Currently we are focusing on Feature matching, as it has an acceptable accuracy and inference speed, but with more time we plan to explore neural networks as they would push the performance to a new level of reliability and inference capabilities. 



System Overview - Mission Planner Usage  
● Monitor aircraft telemetry data 
● Safety dashboard (arm/disarm, GPS status, 

flight mode)
● Program autonomous missions
● Control water bottle grabber servo
● Simulate missions
● Use flight log to diagnose problems 
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Presentation Notes
Jasmine4.4.6.2.2 A brief system overview relating to flight tasks planned, expected performance, and any risk evaluation (10%)NOTES FOR NICK: Using the mission planner software, we monitor aircraft telemetry during all flights to ensure that the vehicle functions correctly and safely. To do this, we created a safety dashboard widget which ensures that we have constant access to important safety data, such as whether or not the vehicle is armed/disarmed, its GPS status, and the flight mode.We also use mission planner to program our autonomous missions necessary for the competition, as well as controlling the water bottle grabber servo.Additionally, we use mission planner to simulate missions, as well as conduct any live practices and tests to better understand aircraft performanceWe also use features like the flight logger on the pixhawk flight controller through mission planner to diagnose and analyze flights(I have personal notes I will manually add on the trip)Nick ----go into more details about flight log analysisCommunication procedures Emphasize how mission planner  plays key role in the the communication of our team. The specialist relays to scoring specialist, and the specialist relays to pilot.We use the built in simulation capabilities of mission planner to practice and test autonomous missions and better understand aircraft performance.



System Overview - Monitor Usage 

Flight decisions made based on:
● Latitude/Longitude
● Altitude
● Throttle Percentage 
● Battery Voltage
● GPS Lock
● GPS Satellite Count
● Flight Mode
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Nathan4.4.6.2.2 A brief system overview relating to flight tasks planned, expected performance, and any risk evaluation (10%)GunvirMonitor is hub for all info from vehicle (w/ examples), based on data we work together to make team decisions and decide our future course of action, etc. data present is the key idea



System Overview - Maps 
Consolidation of Data: 
● Target location relative to surface features
● Type of Target
● Latitude/Longitude 
● Landmarks/Obstacles
● Review after flight
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Muhammed4.4.6.2.2 A brief system overview relating to flight tasks planned, expected performance, and any risk evaluation (10%)There ARE symbols on targets - need to review them!Lots of data going around, to consolidate we use physical maps; marking out important locations, coords, etc. one place for all data collected. Key strategy  as the autonomous mission flies over a lot of targets



System Safety - Operational Strategies
ALL flights conducted:
● With supervising adult
● In visual line of sight or Visual Observer
● BELOW 400 feet and within FAA regulations

NO flights conducted:
● Without performing pre-flight inspection
● In bad weather or bad visibility
● Over people or buildings
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Nathan4.4.6.2.3 System Safety with identified design and operational strategies (10%) Make sure to mention how we understand that the water bottles will not be in visual line of sight, so we checked w/ uas4stem director and he confirmed that a visual observer will be in radio contact with someone next to our pilot so we can be sure to fly safe



System Safety - Design and Operational Strategies

● Grabber string locks
● Break-away legs
● Appropriate servo limit calibration
● Verified failsafe RTL action
● Maintain safe altitude when crossing

over obstacles
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Muhammed4.4.6.2.3 System Safety with identified design and operational strategies (10%)trapdoor  design > more margin for errorWe have designed our system with safety in mind…….box has more margin for error, so we don't have to be as precise with positioning above the water bottleMention new bottle grabber design, due to the trapdoor design not working in practice due to ground effect + small margin of errorIn order to more effectively use our flying time, we designed our systems with efficiency in mind. This season we started using 4s batteries which allowed us to carry heavier payloads for longer. With this in mind, we designed a double balloon drop mechanism which allows us to drop two balloons on targets in one flight. We designed two competing double balloon drop systems and through competition found that the side by side system was the most space efficient and hence we currently use that system.Remember to mention that we initially had one balloon drop systemOriginally  we had one design for a double balloon drop mechanism but we came up with another design  We were in a bit of a conundrum So we 3d printed both and we tested and evaluated both of the mechanisms and decided on the one mounted to the drone In designing strategies for safety We have 3d modeled and printed a reverse trap door system This system allows us to pick up the bottle This design uses rotating plates that catches lip of the bottleMore margin  And will hopefully help us win the competition in nationals



System Safety - Maintenance and Checklists

● We use checklists to enforce safety 
○ Pre-flight
○ Post-flight

● We inspect all aircraft parts before each 
flight

● Repairs are made with consent from all 
team members
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Nathan4.4.6.2.3 System Safety with identified design and operational strategies (10%) LucasImprovements - Go into detail about checklists hear, either verbally, detailed slides, or additional slide



Developmental Test - Test Planning

1. Prototype Completion
2. Independent System Test (off quad)
3. Integrated Ground Test (on quad)
4. Basic Flight Test (airworthiness)
5. Aerial System Test in open field
6. Mission Performance Test
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Presentation Notes
Jasmine4.4.6.2.4 Developmental Test Results including: test plan schedule (through ground testing to flight testing to mission performance testing), results of testing, and any corrective action taken to improve the effectiveness on mission (30%)]- Gunvir Since we already have the drone ready from previous competitions, most of our testing focused on the payloadStarted w/ a cardboard prototype; after seeing that it was functional, we then created a 3d printed prototype for which we did further manual testing on, ensuring that the bottle could be securely held and that it was safe. Eventually, we plan on attaching it to a ground robot to further test for safety. Then we plan on mounting onto drone, seeing if it’s airworthy and functional for the mission thru incremental testing to ensure safety and capabilityNote that with actual aerial testing, we found that it was difficult to successfully and accurately pilot the drone onto the bottle and to pick it up, so we had to implement changes to our design due to thatMention how after testing the trapdoor bottle grabber, we had to change it since it wasn’t workingTest plan schedule- include details like WE Practiced two times a week leading up to the schedule, and focused on simulating a competition flight experience Talk about COVID stuff and over last canceled season



Developmental Test - Ground and Mission Performance
● Plan to simulate competition flight 

experience:
○ Find scoring items (autonomous map 

method followed by manual search)
○ Transfer water bottles
○ Complete autonomous objectives
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Presentation Notes
Jasmine4.4.6.2.4 Developmental Test Results including: test plan schedule (through ground testing to flight testing to mission performance testing), results of testing, and any corrective action taken to improve the effectiveness on mission (30%)]- Gunvir Since we haven't completed development yet, we don't have developmental test results for the whole system yet but we plan on simulating the competition flight experience, testing our operating procedures and communications to ensure efficiency throughout our process. We plan on testingSearch for scoring items through previous strategies mentioned, with an autonomous map method followed by a manual searchTransferring water bottles between targetsCompleting autonomous objectives necessary In our practices we simulated the competition flight experience. Through this we tested our operating procedures and communications to ensure efficiency throughout our process. Test plan schedule- include details like WE Practiced two times a week leading up to the schedule, and focused on simulating a competition flight experience Talk about COVID stuff and over last canceled season



● Competitive selection framework 
● Concept → CAD Model → Low cost 

prototype 
● Cost benefit analysis of functional 

prototype: Reverse trapdoor won 
● Initial flight testing of prototype w/ 

minimal integration effort
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Developmental Test - Design Framework

7/27/2022
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Presentation Notes
ViseshCompetitive selection framework on factors including:RobustnessMargin for error WeightPotential for further improvementCost benefit analysis of functional prototype: Reverse trapdoor won outPassive, reliable bottle grabbing actionEnclosed, robust designLarger usable area 



Developmental Test - Initial Results

● Goal: Expand the “flight envelope” to address all 
aspects of the competition flight tasks

● Discoveries:
○ High amp draw (>20 A) 
○ Pickup Attempts knocked over bottle
○ Inexact landing due to offset camera position

● Developed criteria for new design

167/27/2022
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Visesh 4.4.6.2.4Incrementally expand the flight envelope (starting from testing before flight…)Discoveries:High amp draw (>20 A) Burnt one motor Heavy grabber weight due to bulky metal/plastic structurePickup Attempts knocked over bottleGrabber knocked over bottle due to translational velocityDeveloped criteria for new design:Active grabbing systemLightweightLarger margin for error



● MEAW Acquisition System:
○ New string-based web design
○ Multiple individually optimizable components
○ Leveraged team experience in other robotics activities

● New string path crosses over once and encircles 
landing legs
○ Uses low-friction carbon fiber tubes as “pulleys”

● Strategically placed capture location
○ Bottle captures on opposite arm of servo
○ CG maintained within ½” of frame center
○ Constant view of payload from camera

17

Developmental Test - Mods to Improve Mission Effectiveness

7/27/2022
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Presentation Notes
ViseshThere was weight imbalance due to capture asymmetry on initial design, therefore we entirely redid the string path
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Developmental Test - Design Progression

● Different string types
○ Warp thread
○ Fishing line

● Rubber band types

● Servo mounts
● Extended legs
● Guiding clamp designs and features
● Rubber pads = less compression

7/27/2022
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David



Evidence of Mission Accomplishments
● Consecutive successful bottle pickup and drops
● Accurately identified coordinates (<15 ft)

and content of target objects
● Safety protocols effectively ensured no 

damage to persons or property
● Team members effectively executed 

assigned roles

197/27/2022
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Presentation Notes
David - <5 ft is a recent improvement (even in wind and other factors)4.4.6.2.5 Evidence of Mission Accomplishments (10%)- TimothyProofImprovement: Communication changes and how they have lead to improvement from our last competition season, how we addresses issues



Pre-Mission Briefing - Personnel Resourcing

20

● Defined responsibilities based on roles
● Roles assigned based on skills and 

interests
● Defined personnel positioning and tasks 

based on flight status
○ Grounded-preflight
○ Flying
○ Grounded-post flight

7/27/2022
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Presentation Notes
JasmineMention that you are mentoring Jasmine and will be working with her to perform the “mission-planning software assessment” for this virtual preliminary competition.4.4.6.2.6: Pre-Mission Briefing, including personnel resourcing for the flight, communication procedures... (20%) Roles assigned based on skills and interests. Communication important to be safe and effective.Example of communication procedures (e.g., Nick calling out altitudes, etc.)Pilot is responsible for mission success and safety



Pre-Mission Briefing - Team Comms

Maintaining communication with 
team roles:
● All non-essential activities are 

forbidden (sterile cockpit) 
● Share essential information
● Each role has specific call outs
● Maintain records of each flight

217/27/2022
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Presentation Notes
Nathan4.4.6.2.6: Pre-Mission Briefing, including… Go/No-Go criteria and fallback plans should a technical issue arise during flight mission (20%)Yield the right of way for manned aircraftLink to manned aviationThe process of searching for targets also an example, Lucas tells Visesh which targets to direct Muhammed too, and Lucas shouts altitude and David tells Visesh how to move once over the target



Pre-Mission Briefing - Go/No-Go Criteria 

Before Flight
● Weather
● Airspace Activity
● Presence of people 
● Condition of Quad

During Flight
● Aircraft Performance
● Wind Speed
● Battery Condition
● Airspace Activity 

Discussions and briefings include:
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MUHAMMED- Make sure to mention that the listed criteria are not the only ones we look for and that some of these are go/no-go criteria 4.4.6.2.6: Pre-Mission Briefing, including… Go/No-Go criteria and fallback plans should a technical issue arise during flight mission (20%)Yield the right of way for manned aircraftNeed to mention that those are our go no criteria and that we go through them during out preflight briefing. Safety is a critical part of any flight. To maintain safety, the team conducts discussions and briefings regarding go/no-go criteria. This is some of the things discussed both before flight and during flight



Pre-Mission Briefing - Fall Back Plans

If any risk to safety is present:
● Return to launch (RTL) immediately
● Adjust altitude to avoid obstacle 
● Reschedule flight or travel to other fields
● Inspect/repair/inspect quad thoroughly

237/27/2022
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Presentation Notes
MUHAMMED4.4.6.2.6: Pre-Mission Briefing, including… Go/No-Go criteria and fallback plans should a technical issue arise during flight mission (20%)Yield the right of way for manned aircraftLucasNeed to mention WHAT WE DO GIVEN THAT ONE OF THESE THINGS GOES WRONG  IE FALL BACK PLANS



Social Outreach
● Local science day presentation

○ Introduce community to drones/explorer post
● Personal projects

○ E.g., “ATMoS” camera gimbal

24
Mk I Mk II
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Presentation Notes
NATHANMention personal proj
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Questions?

Thank  you for your time!

7/27/2022
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Presentation Notes
3…2…1…Thank You4.4.6.2.7 Team member participation and communication skills (clarity, accuracy, logic, precision, relevance, depth, and suitability). (10%)4.4.6.2.8 Judges will ask 5 questions directly from the UAS4STEM Ground School Course.Each Question will be worth 1 point. Any team member may answer.
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